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Abstract 
 

Logistics and transportation systems have undergone a real technological and managerial 

revolution in the last twenty years. Faced with the requirements of high speed, high efficiency, 

and high quality of product transfers, the integrity, coordination, and even strategic 

management of logistics networks had to be thoroughly reorganized; more especially, the 

practical application of Physical Internet is getting even more necessary. Coupled with the 

increasing trade exchanges between Europe and China, the integration of resources in the field 

of cross-border logistics and the comprehensive control of logistics systems have become an 

essential issue of sustainable logistics (in a sustainable SCM perspective). From this point of 

view, the control of sustainable development (SD) indicators in the entire logistics system is a 

question that should be taken into consideration. In the current research streams, most of them 

focus on the comparison among different types of logistics routes, the evaluation of 

transportation tools, and the selection of logistics service providers (LSP). Based on the 

previous frameworks on LSP selection process, this paper presents a global steering of logistics 

network and introduces the different decision structures used by a multicriteria decision aid to 

establish a cross-border transportation process from origin to destination by involving the 

AHP/ANP method. The multicriteria decision-making method will be used to evaluate the 

impact of sustainability dimensions during the LSP selection process. The simulation can then 

be adapted for performance analysis and the improvement of current decision-making system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Faced with economic and social transformations, it cannot be denied that in just a few decades, 

our modern society has changed rapidly. Revolutionary evolutions are taking place in the fields 

of economy, science and technology, and energy utilization. In this context, effective logistics 

management attracts an increasingly attention of academics and practitioners. With the social 

awareness of people and the continuous improvement of resource utilization, new requirements 

for sustainable development (SD) in the logistics field appeared (Morana, 2013; Ren et al., 

2020). As a result, many researches are focused on the environmental indicators that can 

measure sustainable logistics performance. But what impact these indicators have on logistics 

systems? 

The SD criteria are analyzed regarding LSPs green performance evaluation (Díez and 

McIntosh, 2009; Wolf and Seuring, 2010; Chu et al., 2019), LSPs green initiatives (Govindan 

and Sivakumar, 2016; Centobelli et al., 2017), drivers and barriers for applying environmental 

sustainability on LSPs or suppliers (Lu et al., 2007; Abbasi and Nilsson, 2016). The goal is to 

contribute substantially to the consideration of sustainability in firm infrastructure, 

procurement, and operations of the value chain (Hao et al., 2019). These SD indicators can 

bring strategic changes to the logistics service providers (LSP), from perspective of financial 

cost, service quality, corporate performance and culture till perspective of technological and 

environmental, etc. However, there is a lack of detailed studies on how they can be measured 

under the realistic simulation analysis. 

Although studies are focusing more and more on searching green solutions for logistics 

transport (Gimenez and Sierra, 2013; Evangelista, 2014; Abbasi and Nilsson, 2016; 

Evangelista et al., 2017), under the general transport context, the problem still exists. Since the 

beginning of the 21th century, finding global logistics sustainability to solve the problems like 

greenhouse gas emissions, high sustainable efficiency cost, poor social conditions, barriers of 

adopting sustainable logistics management and so on, has become a grand challenge (Montreuil, 

2011). Therefore, an innovative concept of Physical Internet was proposed by Montreuil (2011), 

and further defined as following: A global logistics system based on the interconnection of 

logistics networks by a standardize set of collaboration protocols, modular containers and 

smart interfaces for increased efficiency and sustainability (Montreuil, 2011; Mervis, 2014; 

Ballot et al., 2015). 

The Physical Internet concept addresses emergent paradigms: common access to 

information and communication, search for a globalized shareable logistics resources and the 

emergence of a sustainable economic approach (Ounnar and Pujo, 2016). Faced with the 
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current challenges of the Physical Internet, it undoubtedly justifies an in-depth analysis of the 

LSPs selection process when elements linked to sustainable development are associated. Our 

investigation is then focused on the study of the impact of SD criteria in LSP selection process 

in the context of Physical Internet. As demand for advanced logistics services grows, LSPs are 

being requested to provide more environmentally sustainable services. This development 

presents LSP with opportunities but also challenges and concerns about how to translate green 

efforts into practice (Evangelista, 2014; Navaro et al., 2018). 

Based on the analysis of used criteria in the LSPs selection process conducted by Hao et 

al. (2019), the objective is to identify multicriteria decision structures. These structures 

mobilize SD criterion, allowing to establish global steering model of logistics network. The 

steering of logistics network is based on a multicriteria analysis method, the Analytic Network 

Process (ANP) method (Saaty, 1996), which is a generalization of the Analytic Hierarchy 

Process (AHP) method (Saaty, 1980). The ANP method in a context of LSP analysis was 

widely used (Jharkharia and Shankar, 2007; Yang et al., 2010; Chen and Wu, 2011; Jayant, 

2013; Raut et al., 2018; Abidi et al., 2019), because it is systematically and complementally 

considering the interaction and coherences among effective criteria and their indicators. By 

applying this method, the simulation of the logistics network’s steering represents as close as 

possible to the reality. 

The structure of this paper is the following. Section 1 presents the global steering model 

based on a general international transportation situation between China and France, in the 

geopolitical context of “One Belt One Road” initiative. In Section 2, the use of ANP 

multicriteria decision aid method during LSP selection process is justified and the different 

decision structure are presented. The conclusion section highlights how the proposed decision 

structures will be used in a simulation model in order to compare decision-making that takes 

into account the sustainable development criterion with more conventional decision-making in 

the LSP selection process1. 

 

1. GENERAL TRANSPORTATION STRATEGY OF INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS 

NETWORK: CASE FROM CHINA TO FRANCE 

China is now the biggest country that hold a strong logistics/transportation network; seven of the 

world’s top ten containers ports are Chinese, and containers traffic at China’s five main ports 

                                                 
1 The authors are grateful to two anonymous reviewers of the RIRL2020 Scientific Committee for their useful 

comments and advices on a first draft of the paper. 
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increased and continued to grow (Livolsi and Camman, 2017; Twrdy and Batista, 2019). 

Furthermore, the pattern of maritime transportation is the essential pattern to deliver over 

intercontinental. More than three quarters of the goods are delivered by maritime. However, since 

the policy of “One Belt One Road” proposed by the China’s President Xi Jinping in 2013 (see 

Figure 1), the railway transportation will certainly take more place in the following years. The 

Chinese “One Belt One Road” initiative, who find inspiration from the concept of the “Silk Road” 

established during the Han Dynasty 2,000 years ago, will to connect Asia with Africa and Europe 

via land and maritime networks using six corridors with the aim of increasing trade thanks to a 

better regional integration (Aoyama, 2016; Liu et al., 2018). 

 

Figure 1. The “One Belt One Road” initiative 

 

Source: Liu et al. (2018). 

 

Under this geopolitical strategy, the research on transportation system from China to 

European countries is worthy (Yizhi and John, 2002; Reynaud, 2008; van der Putten and 

Meijnders, 2015; Lee et al., 2018). But so far, the researchers are mostly focus on different 

global logistics network configurations (Creazza et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2016), comparison of 

different type of transportation channels/modes according to classical evaluation indicators 

(Martín and Román, 2004; Tavasszy et al., 2012), or on general optimization of transportation 

modelling (Borndorfer et al., 1998; Dotoli et al., 2005). In order to analyze the impact of 

considering the SD criterion in the LSP selection process, we used a simulation model that 

allows to implement a global steering of the logistics network for the transport of containers 

from a sender (in China) to a recipient (in France). 

The global steering is based on a multicriteria decision aid method called Analytic 

Network Process (ANP). The global steering of the logistics network is based on the search for 
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the best possible compromise between several solutions, each with its advantages and 

disadvantages. To reach a destination, there are several possible paths, each one may be the 

responsibility of different LSP. Each path consists of a succession of segments, so there are 

potentially several resources available to perform a shipment on a given segment, and within a 

given time slot. The connection between the successive segments is made in a hub, with a 

possible change of transportation resource. It is therefore necessary to choose all the resources 

on the different segments of a path to ensure the delivery date of a product (container), or a 

minimum delay (acceptable from the recipient). In the context of intercontinental containers 

transport between China and France, the organization of transport can be set up from four steps 

(see Figure 2): 

− Choice of the global transport path: choice of the transport mode (boat or train) and the 

associated main stopover sites (what are the hubs of consolidation in China [HubC] and 

the hubs of deconsolidation in France [HubF]?); 

− Choice of transport on the upstream hinterland (departure: Hinterland China [HC]): 

choice of the carrier who will bring the containers to the previously defined port/station 

(from the sender); 

− Choice of intercontinental (InC) transport: choice of carrier on the intercontinental path 

(maritime and/or rail company); 

− Choice of transport on the downstream hinterland (arrival: Hinterland France [HF]): 

choice of carrier who will bring the containers from the port/station to the customer 

(recipient). 

 

Figure 2. Organization of the transport between China and France 
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The global steering of the logistics network is based on the autonomy of the actors, seen 

as identifiable entities with a role or interest in the operation. Decisions are taken according to 

actual state of each actor. The aim is to increase the ability of the actors to take decisions in an 

intelligible way, and their ability to communicate and collaborate, so that each actor can take 

into account the state of its environment. For this purpose, each actor must be equipped with a 

real-time decision center. The actor can participate to the negotiation by calls for tenders on 

the basis of a multicriteria analysis of the own performance of the actor. Multicriteria decision-

making allows to integrate different points of view, all contributing to the construction of the 

steering solution. 

The aim of this type of steering is to increase the dynamic operation of logistics network 

in a formal and collaborative framework. The steering solution therefore emerges at the global 

level from the aggregation of a succession of multicriteria comparisons carried out at the local 

level. In our case, the transportation process takes place following the four steps presented 

above: global transport path (HubC/HubF), choice of transport on the upstream hinterland 

(HC), choice of intercontinental transport (InC), choice of transport on the downstream 

hinterland (HF). These choices are thus based on a multicriteria analysis. In each step, the 

multicriteria decision aid method ANP is considered. The different sequences are described in 

the following section. 

 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF MULTICRITERIA DECISION STRUCTURES 

Among the multicriteria decision support methods used by many authors (Doumpos and 

Zoupounidis, 2002; Bottani and Rizzi, 2006; Perçin, 2009; Hadi-Vencheh and Niazi-Motlagh, 

2011; Ishizaka et al., 2012; Opasanon and Lertsanti, 2013; Sharma and Choudhury, 2014; 

Yesim et al., 2015; Aguezzoul and Pires, 2016; Ghorbani et al., 2016; Vashist and Dey, 2016), 

we have chosen the Analytic Network Process (ANP) method (Saaty, 1996). ANP method has 

many advantages. The main advantage of the method is breaking down a complex decision 

problem into one or more levels of details where the evaluation of values is provided by 

pairwise comparisons, taking into consideration a mix of qualitative and quantitative criteria. 

A hierarchical structure formalizing decision-making (tree type) can be enriched by 

transversal links (network type), all links being weighted, and different sets of weights can be 

interchanged. Furthermore, ANP allows the validation of the consistency of the decision-

maker’s preferences when the design of the decision network (i.e. its parameterization) is done, 

then its automatic execution, in real time, is carried out during operation (i.e. during the 

control). This set of knowledge allows the global steering of the logistics network. There are 
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several criteria that are mostly thought during the LSPs selection. We have considered the most 

used in the AHP structure as explained below. 

 

2.1. Maritime line’s procedures 

At first, a detailed description on maritime transportation line and railway transportation part 

are given. Maritime line is more complex than railway line. As underlined by Patriarca and 

Bergström (2017), maritime operations include socio-technical activities, with many 

interacting agents sometimes in conflict. From a pure technical point of view, maritime line’s 

procedures are also tricky to manage, including arrival part, departure part and the part between 

two hubs. 

 

2.1.1. Arrival part procedures 

When the container truck arrives in the Chinese hub, it usually needs to book a cargo 

operational window before. Suppose the container truck arrives the quay just at the booked 

time and need to wait a time twa ≥ 0 until being handled. Then, it takes a time tunloada/container 

to unload cargos from container truck. Next, it needs to take time tpa/container to pile up the 

cargos and at the same time to prepare the paperwork. After that, it takes a time tloada/container 

to load cargos on ship. Finally, the ship will need a time δta/ship to finish the ship preparational 

work right before its departure to French hub, δt including the time of leaving (tleave), time for 

preparation to leave (tprepare), time for loading auxiliary material and feed supply (tfeed), and 

other alternative elements that may take some time (talternative): 

(i) Tworka = Tunloada + Tpa + Tloada, 

where Tworka is the total working time at (1) arrival part; Tunloada is the total unloading time at 

(1) arrival part; Tpa is the total staking time at (1) arrival part; and Tloada is the total loading time 

at (1) arrival part (see Figure 3). 

There are some preconditions need to be fulfilled during this phase: (1) suppose the 

container truck has already booked reservation to enter the quay; when the truck arrives the 

quay, it always needs to be wait until the quay is available to unload cargos; (2) suppose all the 

container trucks of one expeditor can be served at the same time once it booked reservation; 

(3) one container truck can only carry one container; so that the total number of container 

equals to total number of trucks; (4) one transportation ship is capable enough to carry on all 

the containers delivered from one expeditor; and (5) suppose the cargos of the same expeditor 

will be delivered at the quay at the same time; once they are severed, they will be severed all 

together until all cargos are handled. 
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Figure 3. Arrival part of global maritime transportation line 

 

 

2.1.2. Departure part procedures 

When the intercontinental transportation ship arrives in the French hub, it needs to wait a 

certain time twd so that to wait until an available berth. Once the berth is available to allow the 

ship in, the time of unload tunloadd/ship began. The cargos will be unloaded and stacked in the 

quay during the time for paperwork preparation in time tpd/ship. The transportation ship may 

or may not leave during tpd but the time we count only concern to the transportation of cargos 

(the ship leaves or not during time tpd may not be considered). After the stacking, the cargos 

will take a time tloadd/container to load on trucks. Then, the transportation trucks begin the next 

phase, which is the hinterland in France (HF): 

(ii) Tworkd = Tunloadd + Tpd + Tloadd, 

where Tworkd is the total working time at (2) departure part, Tunloadd is the total unloading time 

at (2) departure part, Tpd is the total staking time at (2) departure part, and Tloadd is the total 

loading time at (2) departure part (see Figure 4). 

There are also some preconditions need to be fulfilled during this phase: (1) suppose the 

intercontinental transportation ship has already booked reservation to enter the quay; when the 

ship arrives the quay, it only need time to wait until there is available place in the berth; 

(2) suppose the load capacity of one ship is less than the supporting capacity of one berth; so that 

one berth can at least take in one ship at a time; and (3) suppose when the containers need to be 

load on the truck, the container trucks have already well waited at the quay. 
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Figure 4. Departure part of global maritime transportation line 

 

 

2.1.3. Procedures between two hubs 

This part is rather easy to formalize because it only depends on the practical transportation 

situation. For example, a journey between two hubs is dependent on weather conditions or 

possible damage on board. In our study, it could be seen as a fixed constraint, but these 

disturbance factors should also be considered. The total transportation days could then be 

allowed to +/− 2 days. 

 

2.2. Railway line procedures 

Regarding the railway transportation line, this latter corresponds to the transportation line from 

Chinese hub Wuhan to French hub Lyon by train. There are some constraints in this alternative: 

(1) the location of HubC (railway station Wuhan) and HubF (railway station Lyon) is fixed; 

(2) the distance (d’) of the transportation line according to each LSP company is fixed; and (3) 

transportation average speed (𝑣′) according to different company is fixed. The process can be 

separated into three parts within railway line transportation (see Figure 5): 

− From the station of China: during this step, the containers should be wait at the station 

to be load using time T’waita, then get loading the containers. This period of loading time 

T’load depends on how many containers should be load. The containers are load, a period 

time of preparation T’preparea is needed. 

− Passing into transportation between two continents: during this period, only the 

indicators of transport speed 𝑣′ and the distance between two stations are important but 

also fixed according to logistics service provider company. 
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− After arriving at the station in France: while the train arrives at the station in France, it 

should be wait first until it is available for unloading using time T’waitb. After this step, a 

period of preparation time T’prepareb just before the unloading is necessary, then goes to 

the unloading progress. The unloading time T’unload also depends on how many containers 

need to be unload. 

Then, we can note: 

(iii)  T’prepare = T’preparea + T’prepareb, 

knowing that time of preparation, time of load, time of unload are all including in time of work. 

Concerning the part from the station of China: 

(iv) T’worka = T’load + T’preparea, 

and concerning the part after arriving at the station in France: 

(v)  T’workb = T’unload + T’prepareb. 

 

Figure 5. Process of global railway transportation line 

 

 

2.3. Transport structures 

As underlined above, the “One Belt One Road” initiative is based on huge investments in 

logistical infrastructures, the aim of which is to create new sources of growth for China. The 

modelling proposed in the paper takes this dimension into account by looking at four 

complementary aspects: the global transport structure, the Chinese hinterland transport 

structure, the intercontinental transport structure and the French hinterland transport structure. 
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2.3.1. Global transport structure 

Based on current transportation policy from China to France and also combine with the 

feasibility of research, seven possible transportation lines (alternatives) are considered for this 

study (see Figure 2). The choice of these seven alternatives are based on the combination of 

three maritime ports in China (Qingdao, Shanghai, Shenzhen), which represent the different 

hubs in China (HubC); two maritime ports in France (Fos/Mer, Le Havre), which represent the 

different hubs in France (HubF); and one railway line from Wuhan (China) to Lyon (France). 

Table 1 summarizes the seven alternatives (transportation lines from China to France) in two 

type: one railway line (AG1), six maritime lines (AG2, …, AG7). 

 

Table 1. Transportation lines from China to France 

Category Code Definition Channel 

Transportation 
line 

AG1 Transportation line from Chinese hub Wuhan – French hub Lyon Train 

AG2 Transportation line from Chinese hub Qingdao – French hub Fos/Mer Ship 

AG3 Transportation line from Chinese hub Qingdao – French hub Le Havre Ship 

AG4 Transportation line from Chinese hub Shanghai – French hub Fos/Mer Ship 

AG5 Transportation line from Chinese hub Shanghai – French hub Le Havre Ship 

AG6 Transportation line from Chinese hub Shenzhen – French hub Fos/Mer Ship 

AG7 Transportation line from Chinese hub Shenzhen – French hub Le 
Havre 

Ship 

 

This part of transportation takes the most part of cost, time, etc. So, when making the 

decision choice of entire transportation line, this step plays the priority role. Furthermore, how 

to make the decision of choice for this step could only be done after comparing the factors for 

different criteria/indicators. Figure 6 illustrates the different criteria and indicators taken into 

account in the ANP method to identify the global transport line; it allows to identify the 

departure hub (HubC) and the arrival hub (HubF). 

 

Figure 6. Decision structure for the identification of global transport line 
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Firstly, for the three indicators of criteria C1 (cost), they are not taken into considered 

equally. But they are considered according to a principle of favorable weight. Thereby, for 

example, an assignment is given to each indicator according to Table 2, with CHC or CHF are 

distance * cost/km, and CIC is the average cost regarding the type of alternative (ship or train). 

Among these three indicators of the criteria cost, since the intercontinental cost is the most part 

during the transportation, it should be considered as a priority. 

 

Table 2. Indicator assignment priority for cost criteria 

 Indicator CHC CIC CHF 

Indicator Assignment I11 I12 I13 

CHC I11 1  1 

CIC I12 5 1 5 

CHF I13   1 

 

Regarding the criterion C2 (time) for the whole procedure of transportation, the 

intercontinental transportation part takes the longest time, so, for example, Table 3 represents 

an indicator assignment. THC depending on the distance to be covered (distance between the 

position of the sender in China [PSC], where the container is located, and the position of the 

hub in China [PHC], station or port) and the average speed in China (ASC), we can calculate 

the transit time of the container: 

THC2 = d3(PSC, PHC)/ASC, 

TIC = Dt + Da, 

where Dt is an average time for transport between two hubs (depending on the alternative 

considered), and Da is the waiting time in the Chinese hub (depending on the load/capacity 

adequacy). 

 

Table 3. Indicator assignment priority for time 

 Indicator THC TIC THF 

Indicator Assignment I21  I22 I23 

THC I21 1  1 

TIC I22 5 1 5 

THF I23   1 

 

                                                 
2 The same principle is considered taking into account the parameters in France (THF). 
3 Distance between two points. 
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The load/capacity adequacy allows to manage the waiting time in the Chinese hub: (1) 

for each new container, for each alternative, the load of this line is incremented; and (2) at each 

resource (train or ship) departure, the load of this line is decremented regarding the resource 

capacity. So, 

Da = round-up (load_line * frequency (/J))/capacity, 

with Da = 0 if the resource is not filled. 

Regarding the criterion C3 (environment), we can assign preferences among the three 

indicators. Each alternative transportation line AGk, where k = {1,2, …, 7}, have a value 

regarding each indicator. The preference of criteria C3 should be considered as the biggest if 

we would like to take into account SD criterion. 

 

2.3.2. Chinese hinterland transport structure 

Figure 7 illustrates the different criteria and indicators taken into account in the ANP method 

to identify the truck that will transport the container from the sender in China to the considered 

HubC. Regarding the indicator of the criterion C1 (cost), the transportation cost of HC part is 

calculated by considering the price of transportation in China and transportation distance 

(DHC). So, CHC = DHC * cost/km (price per km in China). Depending on the distance to be 

covered (distance between the position of the sender in china [PSC], where the container is 

located, and the Chinese hub, station or port [PHC]) and its initial position (IP), the distance to 

get the container to the Chinese hub (HC) can be calculated: 

DHC = d(IP, PSC) + d(PSC, PHC), 

where IP is the position of the truck either during the return to its LSP base or when it is in its 

LSP base. 

 

Figure 7. Decision structure in hinterland China (HC): choice of the truck 
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Regarding the second criterion C2 (time), depending on the distance to be covered 

(distance between the position of the sender in China [PSC], where the container is located, 

and the Chinese hub, station or port [PHC], on the used speed of the truck [empty (STE)/loaded 

[STL]) and on its initial position (IP), the distance to get the container to the Chinese hub (HC) 

can be calculated: 

THC = d(IP, PSC) / STE + d(PSC, PHC) / STL, 

where IP is the position of the truck either during the return to its LSP base or when it is in its 

LSP base. The performance of criteria C2 should be considering on the combination of both I21 

and I22, where I22 represents the delivery delay in the hinterland of China (DeHC). The 

calculation should be seen according to the type of delay; we give different score of preference 

(see Table 4)4. 

 

Table 4. Preference score of delivery delay in hinterland China 

Category Definition 
Preference 

score 

Transportation 
time 

C2: I22 

If the truck arrives at the HubC early (a few days before departure from HC): 
(date of departure from HubC to HubF) – (date of arrival at HubC) > 1 

9 

If the truck arrives at the HubC 1 day before departure from HC: 
(date of departure from HubC to HubF) – (date of arrival at HubC) = 1 

7 

If the truck arrives exactly the date of departure: 
(date of departure from HubC to HubF) – (date of arrival at HubC) = 0 

5 

If the truck arrives late: 
(date of departure from HubC to HubF) – (date of arrival at HubC) < 0 

1 

 

Regarding the criterion C3 (environment), we can assign preferences among the three 

indicators. Each alternative (possible truck) have a value regarding each indicator. The 

preference of criteria C3 should be considered as the biggest if we would like to take into 

account SD criterion. Regarding the criterion C4 (availability), we have considered four types 

of truck situation according if the truck is available and where is the current position when it 

accepts order. Thereby, a preference score table can be given (see Table 5)5. 

 

                                                 
4
 The preference score table is given based on the point-factor method (Altan et al., 2014). In this method, the grades 

are given according to value of different factors according to reality. The number of factors and their grades are fixed 

depending on experience, usually from an expert. Here, the values relative to “preference score” correspond to the 
researching hypotheses. It allows to get closer to reality (could be formulated by expert according to actual situation). 

In addition, the values from 1 to 9 correspond to the values of the scale of Saaty (1980). 
5 See footnote 4. 
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Table 5. Preference score of truck availability hinterland China 

Situation 
Preference 

score 

The truck is available (return to its LSP base) and it is near to the position of 
sender in China 

9 

The truck is available, and it is in the LSP base 7 

The truck is available (return to its LSP base) but it is far from the position of 
sender in China 

5 

The truck is not available 1 

 

2.3.3. Intercontinental transport structure 

Figure 8 illustrates the different criteria and indicators taken into account in the ANP method 

to identify the company that will transport the container according to the selected global 

transport. For the transportation line AG1 Wuhan-Lyon, the company selection can be done 

according to the Table 6. In this table, different LSP company has different input of each 

indicator. By comparing their inputs of indicators, the LSP company selection can be 

accomplished. For the maritime transportation line from AG2~AG7, the company selection 

can be done as that of the railway alternatives. 

 

Figure 8. Decision structure in intercontinental (IC): choice of the company 

 

 

Table 6. LSP company selection for alternative AG1 

 
C1: cost C2: time C3: environment 

I11: transportation cost I21: transportation time I31 I32 I33 

Company 1      

Company 2      

Company 3      

…      
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2.3.4. French hinterland transport structure 

Figure 9 illustrates the different criteria and indicators taken into account in the ANP method 

to identify the truck that will transport the container from the HubF to the recipient in France. 

The used mechanisms for calculating the indicators in HF are the same as for the HC structure 

by considering parameters used in France. However, for the indicator I22, a preference table is 

settled for it on Table 76. 

 

Figure 9. Decision structure in hinterland France (HF): choice of the truck 

 

 

Table 7. Preference score of truck selection in French hinterland 

Category Definition 
Preference 

score 

Transportation 
time 

C2: I22 

If the truck arrives at the recipient early or on time, then will delivered: 
(recipient requested arrival date) – (potential arrival date) ≥ 0 

9 

If the truck arrives at the recipient one day late: 
− 1 ≤ (recipient requested arrival date) – (potential arrival date) ≤ 0 

7 

If the truck arrives at the recipient two days late: 
− 2 ≤ (recipient requested arrival date) – (potential arrival date) ≤ − 1 

5 

If the truck arrives at the recipient three days late: 
− 3 ≤ (recipient requested arrival date) – (potential arrival date) ≤ − 2 

3 

If the truck arrives at the recipient more than three days late: 
(Recipient requested arrival date) – (potential arrival date) ≤ − 3 

1 

 

CONCLUSION 

The organization of transport in the context of intercontinental containers transport between 

China and France has been presented in this paper. The global steering of the logistics network 

is based on multicriteria decision aid method used dynamically, and real time data can thus be 

considered. The different multicriteria decision structures used to identify the intercontinental 

containers transport are described, but it is essential to underline that decision-makers in the 

                                                 
6 See footnote 4. 
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modern logistics systems have transitioned from chasing single financial profit to a 

maximization of stakeholders’ benefits. One of the most important parts is related to the 

maximization of environmental benefits. Therefore, when making logistical decisions, it has 

been accepted to obtain a compromise between economic and environmental benefits. Under 

this condition, the impact of SD factors for the whole logistics process requires a depth study 

to participate more rationally in the decision-making process of LSP’s selection. 

Our investigation constitutes a basis for more complex multicriteria dynamic simulation 

process in the future, especially in the context of “One Belt One Road” initiative. Thereby, the 

next step of work will focus on a global simulation model of containers transport between 

China and France along with its multicriteria analysis framework can be completed into two 

strategic transport configurations (with and without SD criteria). For this purpose, different 

scenarios will be used. For each identified scenario (transportation of products from point A 

till point B), several transport solutions could be proposed by several LSPs (different ways, 

different transport characteristics, etc.). Based on different setting of the multicriteria decision 

aid model, a ranking of LSPs will be obtained according to their key performance indicators 

(lead time, cost, loading rate, quality of service, etc.). 
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